We outline a general methodology for the formal verification of instruction pipelines in RISC cores. The different kinds of conflicts, i. e. resource, data and control conflicts that can occur due to the simultaneous execution of the instructions in the pipeline, have been formally specified in higher order logic. Based on a hierarchical model for RISC processors, we have developed a constructive proof methodology, i.e. when conflicts at a specific abstraction level are detected, the conditions under which these occur are generated and explicitly output to the designer, thus easing their removal. All implemented specifications and tactics are kept general, so that they are usable for a wide range of RISC cores. In this paper, the described formalization and proof strategies are illustrated via the DLX RISC processor.
Introduction
Formal verification of processors have gained considerable attention in the recent past. However, most of the work has concentrated on the verification of microprogrammed processors [3, 9, 10, 20] . The objective of our endeavour is the development of a generic methodology for the hierarchical verification of a large number of realistic RISC processors cores. The previous work in the verification of RISC processors were only able to verify parts of processors at certain levels of abstraction [2, 14] . In contrast, we are developing a methodology and an associated environment for the routine verification of RISC cores in its entirety, i.e. from the specification of instruction sets down to their circuit implementations. In our previous work, we have constructed a hierarchical model comprising of various abstraction levels, which closely corresponds to the hierarchy used in the design of RISC cores [16] . Using this model, higher-order logic specifications at various abstraction levels can be given in a straightforward manner. These formal specifications are then used in conjunction with parameterized proof scripts which automate the verification process [17] . Parts of the formal proofs which do not deal with the conflicts occurring due to pipelining, have been described in [18] and the concepts of pipeline verification have been described in [19] .
In this paper, we focus our attention on the formalization and proofs pertaining to pipeline conflicts. These conflicts occur due to the data and control dependencies and resource contentions caused by the simultaneous executions of the instructions in the pipeline. We describe automatic, constructive proof techniques for conflict detections where the conditions under which these conflicts occur are explicitly stated. This aids the designer in easily formulating the conflict resolution mechanisms, either in hardware or software.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the hierarchical model on which the formal verification methodology is based. Section 3 gives an overview of the overall verification process. Section 4 includes some formal definitions of types and functions used in the formal specifications that follow. Sections 5 through 7 define the conflicts arising due to the pipelined nature of RISCs and describe the correctness proofs for resource, data and control conflicts, respectively. Section 8 contains some experimental results and section 9 concludes the paper. All the methods and techniques presented in this paper are illustrated by means of a RISC processor called, DLX 1 [8] .
RISC Verification Model
Our RISC verification model is closely related to the interpreter model of Anceau [1] for the design and description of microprogrammed processors. This model has been adapted for the formal verification of microprogrammed processors by Windley [20] . Instead of directly showing that the implemented circuit (Electronic Block Model -EBM) correctly implements each instruction, he has shown the correctness between the neighbouring abstraction levels and thus reduced the complexity of the verification process. Although the RISC processors also possess similar levels of hierarchy in the design, a naive mapping of this interpreter model onto RISCs does not reduce the complexity of the verification process. This is due to the fact that, in contrast to microprogrammed processors, the temporal abstractions between the hierarchy levels are non-linear and additionally, the instructions at different abstraction levels in RISCs are dependent on each other, as shown in [16] . The RISC interpreter model comprises the instruction, class, stage and phase levels, each of which corresponds to an interpreter at different abstraction levels, and the lowest level EBM, which corresponds to the circuit implementation (figure 1). Each interpreter consists of a set of visible states and a state transition function which defines the semantics of the interpreter at that level of abstraction. Between two levels, a structural abstraction (set of visible states), a 
Verification Tasks
Starting from the instruction set of a RISC processor, we have to show that this instruction set is executed correctly by the EBM, in spite of the pipelined architecture. A RISC processor executes n s instructions in parallel (see figure 2), in n s different pipeline stages. This parallel execution increases the overall throughput of the processor; however, it should be noted that no single instruction runs faster. Due to this parallel execution of a certain number of instruction, we should rather verify the dynamic behaviour of a stream of instructions instead of just considering the behaviour of the instruction set. Hence, we have to prove, on the one hand, that the sequential execution of each instruction is correctly implemented by the EBM and on the other hand, to show that the pipelined execution of the instructions is correct. Thus the correctness proof is split into two independent steps as follows:
1. given some software constraints on the actual architecture and given the implementation EBM, we prove that any sequence of instructions is correctly pipelined, i.e.:
SW_Constraints, EBM £ Correct_Instr_Pipelining (1)
2. we prove that the EBM implements the semantics of each single architectural instruction correctly, i.e.:
The software constraints in (1) are part of the top level specification of the RISC processor and represent those conditions which are to be met for designing the software so as to avoid conflicts, e.g. the number of delay slots to be introduced between the instructions while using a software scheduling technique. Additionally, it is also assumed that the EBM includes some conflict resolution mechanisms in hardware.
Figure 2: Pipelined Execution
According to the nature of the verification step to be handled, we call step (1) the verification of pipeline correctness and step (2) the verification of the semantic correctness. The proof of semantic correctness has been discussed and reported in our previous work [17, 18] and we recapitulate it briefly in the next subsection. The pipeline correctness is the main topic of this paper and will be discussed in detail, in the rest of the paper.
Semantic Correctness
In order to verify the semantic correctness, the higher-order logic specifications and implementations at the various levels of abstraction are used and the following is proved -EBM ⇒ Phase Level ⇒ Stage Level ⇒ Class Level. This proof is similar to the one done by Windley in proving the correctness of microprogrammed processors [20] . Each obtained theorem is then instantiated for each instruction at the instruction level. We have implemented tactics in the HOL theorem prover [6] , using the hardware verification environment -MEPHISTO [12] , which automates the entire process, given the formal definitions of the specifications and implementations at each abstraction level [16] .
Pipeline Correctness
The pipeline correctness can be proved by showing that all possible combinations of n s instructions are executed correctly. This implies that the parallel execution of n s instructions does not lead to any conflicts. There are three kinds of conflicts (also called hazards) that can occur during the pipelined execution of any RISC machine namely, thus the whole correctness proof is tackled by splitting it into three independent parts, each corresponding to one kind of conflict. These parts are elaborated in the sections to follow.
In proving the pipeline correctness, we have to ensure that all possible combinations of instructions occurring in n s stages are executed correctly. This large number can be reduced by an order of magnitude when the notion of classes is exploited. When conflicts are formalized at the class, stage and phase levels, the existence of multiple instructions in the pipeline can be formalized by predicates which we call the multiple conflict predicates. Their proofs are further simplified by constructing conflict predicates between pairs of instructions which are called the dual conflict predicates. These notions will be clarified in the sections to follow.
Formal Definitions
In our previous papers, we have given a detailed formalization of instructions at all abstraction levels [16, 18] . In this section, we briefly introduce some processor specific types and generalized functions that are useful for handling conflict predicates. The entire process of extracting the formal specifications can be completely automated, except for certain processor specific type definitions. According to our hierarchical model, we define for each abstraction level a processor specific set of enumeration types for corresponding instructions, resources and pipeline characteristics, i.e. pipeline stages or clock phases. Referring to the pipeline structure of table 1, where the columns represent the four instruction classes -ALU, LOAD, STORE and CONTROL and the rows correspond to the related stage and phase transfers at the five pipeline stages -IF, ID, EX, MEM and WB and the two clock phases φ 1 and φ 2 , respectively, we define the following enumeration types for the DLX example: -types for pipeline stages and clock phases: type "pipeline_stage = IF|ID|EX|MEM|WB " type "clock_phase = Ph1|Ph2" -types for the set of all instructions at each abstraction level:
2. A formal definition of these conflicts is given in later sections.
-types for resources (related to the structural abstraction, where CL, SL and PL stand for Class Level, Stage Level and Phase Level, respectively):
type "SL_resource = PC|RF of RF_addr|I_MEM | … |IR|A|B|Aluout|…" type "PL_resource = PC|RF of RF_addr|…|IR|A| B |Aluout|…|BTA" For the specification of the conflict predicates, we have defined several generalized functions and predicates as follows: -abstraction functions, which either compute higher level instructions from lower ones or extract lower level instructions from higher ones:
-functions that compute the logical pipeline stage or clock phase types from a stage or a phase instruction, respectively:
-functions which compute the ordinal values of a given pipeline stage and clock phase, respectively 3 :
e.g. Stage_Rank (ID) = 2, Phase_Rank (Ph1) = 1. -predicates, which are true if a given resource is used by a given stage and phase instruction, respectively:
e.g. Stage_Used (ID_C, PC) = True. These Predicates are automatically extracted from the formal specifications of the stage and phase levels, respectively (refer to [18] Having an implementation of the stage instructions at the phase level and considering all combinations of phase instructions for any two stage instructions, the dual stage conflict is defined at this lower level in terms of a multiple phase conflict predicate. Formally, Multiple_Phase_Conflict is defined as disjunctions over all possible phase instruction pair conflicts. Let Dual_Phase_Conflict be a predicate representing dual phase conflicts, the dual stage conflict is specified formally as follows (where according to the index k, φ k represents a clock phase, i.e. φ 1 = Ph1, φ 2 = Ph2):
Phase Level Conflicts. A dual resource conflict at the phase level occurs only when any two phase instructions that compete for the same resource, are of the same phase type, i.e. the same clock phase is involved (see figure 3 ) and belong to stage instructions of different types. Using the functions Phase_Type, Stage_Type and StageToPhase and the predicate Phase_Used, this is formally given as follows: Phase_Range (ID_C, Ph2, D_MEM) = False (refer also to table 1). These predicates are automatically extracted from the specification of the class and stage level instructions at the clock cycle and clock phase time granularities, respectively (refer to [18] ).
Each of the above predicates (Stage/Phase_Used, Stage/ Phase_Domain and Stage/Phase_Range) is generated as a theorem for the given combination of class, stage or phase instruction, pipeline stage or clock phase and level corresponding resource, respectively. All these theorems are created once and put in appropriate lists which will be used for rewriting later during the verification of resource data and control conflicts.
Resource Conflicts
Resource conflicts (also called structural hazards [8, 11, 13, 15] or collisions [11, 15] ) arise when the hardware cannot support all possible combinations of instructions during the simultaneous overlapped execution. This occurs when some resources or functional units are not duplicated enough and two or more instructions attempt to use them simultaneously. A resource could be a register, a memory unit, a functional unit, a bus, etc. The use of a resource is a write operation for storage elements and an allocation for functional units. In the sections to follow, we will first formally specify the resource conflicts and then discuss the correctness proof issues.
Resource Conflict Specification
Referring to the hierarchical model (see figure 1) , the formal specifications of resource conflicts are handled according to the different abstract levels. Furthermore, only the visible resources related to each abstraction level are considered by the corresponding resource conflict predicates.
Class Level Conflicts. The resource conflict predicate
Res_Conflict, as mentioned in section 3.2, is equivalent to a multiple conflict between the maximal number of class instructions that occur in the pipeline. This Multiple_Res_Conflict predicate is true if any pair of the corresponding stage instructions compete for one resource (see hatched box in figure  2 ). Formally, Multiple_Res_Conflict is defined in terms of disjunctions over all possible stage instruction pair conflicts, which correspond to the class instructions I 1 … . Let Dual_Stage_Conflict be a predicate describing dual stage conflicts, the multiple resource conflict is specified formally in terms of dual conflicts as follows (where depending on the index i, ψ i represents the related pipeline stage, i.e. ψ 1 = IF, ψ 2 = ID, ψ 3 = EX, etc.): 
Resource Conflict Proof
Our ultimate goal is to show that for all class instruction combinations, no resource conflicts occur, i.e. the predicate Multiple_Res_Conflict is never true:
Using the definition of Multiple_Res_Conflict (cf. section 5.1), the expansion of this goal at the stage level yields to a case explosion. In order to bypass this intractable goal, we do the proof in two steps as follows: 1. we prove that dual conflicts cannot occur:
2. we conclude the negation of the multiple conflict predicate from the first step:
Since the dual conflict predicate is a generalization of the multiple conflict predicate, the proof of the second step is straightforward; we even do not need to expand the dual conflict predicate. The proof of the first step, without any assumptions, leads either to True, or to a number of subgoals which explicitly include a specific resource and the specific stage instructions which conflict. For example a conflict due to the resource PC between the common IF-stage instruction (IF_X) and the ID-stage instruction (ID_C) of control class is output as follows:
Referring to the last example, the simultaneous use of the resource PC at the phase level is checked by explicitly setting the following goal using the Multiple_Phase_Conflict predicate:
If the goal is proven to be true, then the conflict freedom is shown, else the resource conflict remains and in order to resolve it, the implementation EBM has to be changed appropriately, e.g. by using an additional buffer.
Data Conflicts
Data conflicts (also called data hazards [8, 11, 15] , timing hazards [13] , data dependencies [7] or data races [5] ) arise when an instruction depends on the results of a previous instruction. Such data dependencies could lead to faulty computations when the order in which the operands are accessed is changed by the pipeline. Data conflicts are of three types called, read after write (RAW), write after read (WAR) and write after write (WAW) [8, 11, 15, 7] (also called destination source (DS), source destination (SD) and destination destination (DD) conflicts [13] ). Given that an instruction I j is issued after I i , a brief description of these conflicts is: 
Data Conflict Specification
Data conflicts include temporal aspects that are related to the temporal abstractions of our hierarchical model. Therefore, similar to resource conflicts, the formal specifications of data conflicts are considered at different abstraction levels.
Class Level Conflicts. Considering a full pipeline (see figure 2 ), the data conflict predicate, i.e. Stage Level Conflicts. Let I i be an instruction that is issued into the pipeline at time t oi and writes a given resource r at t ui (t oi ≤ t ui ). Let I j be another instruction that is issued at later time t oj , i.e. (t oi < t oj ) and reads the same resource r at t uj . A RAW data conflict occurs when the resource r is read by I j before (and not after) this resource is written by the previous sequential instruction I i (figure 4). Let s i and s j be the related pipeline stages in which the resource r is written and read, respectively. Let θ be a symbol representing the function Stage_Rank, which computes the ordinal value of a given pipeline stage (cf. section 4). Assuming a linear pipeline execution of instructions, i.e. no pipeline freeze or 4 . We assume a linear pipelining of instructions, i.e. no pipeline freeze or stall exist, as far as data conflicts are concerned. Stalls are handled as control conflicts, as described in section 7.2. Using the function Stage_Rank (represented by the symbol θ) and the predicates Stage_Range and Stage_Domain, the formal specification of the stage RAW data conflict is thus given as follows:
Similarly, the WAR and WAW predicates are defined as follows, where the semantics of the data conflict is reflected by the order of the Stage_Range and Stage_Domain predicates:
Phase Level Conflicts. A special case of the data conflict timing condition arises when a resource is simultaneously used by the instructions I i and I j , i.e. t ui = t uj . In this situation, the data conflict should be examined at the phase level. Let S i and S j be any two stage instructions, where the rank of S i is greater than that of S j , e.g. S i = WB_L and S j = ID_C. According to figure 5, a RAW data conflict at the phase level happens when the resource r is written by the stage instruction S i at a clock phase p i that occurs after clock phase p j , where it is read by S j , i.e. (τ ui ≥ τ uj ). Since instructions at the phase level are executed purely in parallel, they all have the same issue time τ o (figure 5), the timing condition (τ ui ≥ τ uj ) is equivalent to ( In a similar manner, the formal definitions of the phase level WAR and WAW data conflict predicates are given as follows:
Data Conflict Proof
Our ultimate goal in proving the non existence of data conflicts relies in showing that none of the data conflicts (RAW, WAR and WAW) occurs. This proof is split into three independent parts each corresponding to one data conflict type. These proofs are similar and in the following we will handle RAW conflicts for illustration purposes. At the top-most level, the goal to be proven for RAW data conflicts is given in terms of the multiple RAW data conflict predicate as follows:
This goal includes a quantification over all possible conflict combinations that could occur between all permutations of n s instruction within the pipeline. As in the case of resource conflicts, the direct proof of this goal yields to a case explosion. Hence, we manage the proof in two steps in that we first prove that the dual conflicts do not occur and then conclude the negation of the multiple conflict predicate from the first step. The proof of step 2 is done in a straightforward manner. The goal for the first step is given as follows:
The proof of this goal yields either True or a number of subgoals, which include the specific resource and class instructions that conflict. For example, a data conflict that occurs between LOAD and ALU-instructions due to the resource register file RF, which is written at the WB-stage by the LOAD-instruction and read at the ID-stage by the ALU-instruction is detected and output as follows, where the number "3" corresponds to the difference θ (s i ) -θ (s j ) = "θ (WB) -θ(ID)":
This result is interpreted as follows: as long as the issue times of the conflicting LOAD and ALU-instructions satisfy the condition "(t oj -t oi ) ≤ 3", there exists a data conflict. In order to resolve this conflict, we should neutralize this timing condition. This can be done by considering the following two cases:
1. "(t oj -t oi ) = 3": the data conflict should be explored at the lower time granularity, i.e. phase level, by setting the following goal:
If the goal is proven correct, no data conflict happens, else either the hardware EBM should be changed, e.g. via the inclusion of more clock phases, or one uses the software scheduling technique [8] .
2. "(t oj -t oi ) < 3": The timing information gives an exact reference for the maximum number of pipeline slots or bypassing paths that have to be provided by the software scheduling technique or the implementation EBM, respectively, namely (3-1 = 2). Using instruction scheduling, the needed software constraint (assumption) that leads to the proof of the dual data conflict goal, could then be defined as:
Using the bypassing (also called forwarding) technique [8] , we ensure that the needed data is forwarded as soon as it is computed (end of the EX-stage) to the next instruction (beginning of the EX-stage). This behaviour is implemented in hardware by using some registers and corresponding feedback paths that hold and forward this data, respectively. The existence of these registers and corresponding forward paths can be easily formalized as follows:
Having shown this bypassing condition from the implementation EBM 5 and assuming it in the dual data conflict goal, the existentially quantified pipeline stage 5 . Since the implementation already includes in hardware the required buffers and bypass paths, this is done easily through a manual extraction from EBM.
ClassToStage (ID, ALU),
variables s i and s j in the definition of Stage_RAW_Conflict (cf. section 6.1) are set to EX and the timing condition is hence reduced to:
which is always true. To summarize, given some specific software constraints in form of instruction scheduling timing conditions and given the implementation EBM, which includes some bypassing paths with appropriate logic, we are able to prove that none of the data conflicts (RAW, WAR and WAW) happens, i.e. formally:
Control Conflicts
Control conflicts (also called control hazards [8, 15] , branch hazards [8] , sequencing hazards [13] or branch dependencies [7] ) arise from the pipelining of branches and other instructions that change the program counter PC, i.e. interruption of the linear instruction flow.
Control conflicts involve all kinds of interrupts to the linear pipeline flow. This includes the software branches, jumps, traps, etc. and hardware interrupts, stalls, etc. Using this classification, we define SW control conflicts and HW control conflicts as those conflicts which are caused by a software instruction and a hardware event, respectively. The correctness proof of Control_conflict is therefore split into two independent parts as follows:
SW Control Conflict
Let A f (I i , t oi ) be the fetch address of an instruction I i issued at the time point t oi and A n (I i ,t oi ) be the fetch address of the next instruction (also called next address of I i ). Let PC be the program counter. In a pipelined instruction execution, at each clock cycle a new instruction is fetched, i.e. ∀ t. PC (t+1) = Inc PC (t) 6 . The fetch and next addresses of an instruction I i are equal to A f (I i , t oi ) = PC (t oi ) and A n (I i , t oi ) = PC (t oi +1), respectively. During a sequential program execution, we have A n (I i ,t oi ) = A f (I i +1,t oi +1) and we obtain the following:
If I i is a control instruction, then the next address is its target address, i.e. A n (I i , t oi ) = A t (I i , t oi ). Due to the sequential execution of a single instruction, the target instruction can only be fetched after the instruction I i is fetched, decoded and the target address has been calculated. Since all this cannot happen in one clock cycle, the target address A t (I i ,t oi ) is equal to PC (t oi +n), where n > 1. Hence, the next address is not equal to the target address, i.e.:
A n (I i , t oi ) = Inc PC (t oi ) ≠ A t (I i , t oi ) = PC (t oi +n) and the wrong instruction is fetched next.
A closer look at this situation shows that a software control conflict occurs when an instruction attempts to read 6 . Inc is an increment function which is independent of the increment value, e.g. PC+4, PC+8, etc.
( The conflict freedom proof is therefore only a special case of the data conflict proofs and the goal to be proven is set as follows:
and for the DLX processor example, we obtain 5 subgoals of the following form:
For conflict resolution no bypassing is possible, since the calculation of the target address cannot be done earlier. The commonly used technique is software scheduling [8] . In the DLX RISC processor, we just need one delay slot ((t oj -t oi ) ≤ 1) to ensure that control instructions are executed correctly. The given software constraint that is used in this case could be defined as follows:
HW Control Conflicts
In contrast to the previous conflict kind, this kind of conflict cannot be handled in general since the interrupt behaviour and conflict resolution are fully hardware implementation dependent. Different RISC processors handle interrupts, stalls, freezes and branch prediction in different ways, i.e where the forced branch is to be inserted, how to restart exactly the interrupted program, etc.
In general, one has to manually specify the hardware (interrupts, stalls, freezes, branch prediction) behaviour in the form of a predicate, whose implication has to be proven correct from the implementation EBM, e.g. for hardware interrupts:
The predicate INTR_SPEC 7 describes the behaviour of the implemented hardware interrupt and ensures that no conflict occurs when the linear pipeline flow is interrupted, e.g. proper saving and recovery of the processor state before and after the interrupt handling.
Having implied from the implementation EBM the intended behaviours of all processor specific hardware control mechanisms, we obtain: and consequently for both the SW and HW control conflicts: 7 . A formal specification of INTR_SPEC for DLX is beyond the scope of this paper and is not presented here. 
Summary
Our ultimate goal in proving the non-existence of pipeline conflicts is concluded from the theorems yielded in sections 5.2, 6.2, 7.1 and 7.2, i.e.:
We have been able to automate most of this process, however, manual specifications which are implementation dependent are necessary to tackle the control conflicts which are circumvented using hardware.
Experimental Results
The methodology presented so far, has been validated by using the DLX processor as an example. This processor contains a 5 stage pipeline with a 2 phased clock, and its architecture includes 51 basic instructions (integer, logic, load/store and control). All these instructions are grouped into 4 classes according to which the stage and phase instructions are defined (refer to table 1). The EBM for the DLX core has been implemented in a commercial VLSI design environment using a 1.0 m CMOS technology. The design has approximately 150,000 transistors which occupies a silicon area of about 60.34 mm 2 , it has 172 I/O pads and currently runs at a clock rate of 12.5 MHz [4] .
The formalization of the specifications for DLX have been done within the HOL verification system [6] . The implementation of the interpreter model specifications and the proof of semantic correctness is reported in [18] . The overall specification for the DLX core is about 4760 lines long and the proof of the semantic step took about 457.66 secs on a SPARC10, with a 96 MB main memory.
In proving the pipeline correctness, the specification and tactics for each kind of conflict have been implemented in HOL90.6. These specifications and tactics are general enough to be applicable to a wide range of other RISC processors. The hierarchical structuring of the proofs resulted in parameterized tactics that are used for more than one kind of conflict. All proofs have been mainly done using 4 proof tactics -MULTIPLE_CONF_TAC, RES_CONF_ TAC, DATA_CONF_TAC and CONTROL_CONF_TAC -with a total proof script text of 850 lines. The overall definition and specification text for the pipeline corectness is about 2690 lines. The run times, on a SPARC10 with a 96 MB main memory, for the theorem generation of the Used and Range/ Domain predicates and for the pipeline verification, respectively, are given for the DLX processor example in the following 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have described the formalization and the verification of the different kinds of conflicts that occur in the instruction pipelines of RISC cores. The employment of the hierarchical RISC interpreter model and in particular the exploitation of the class level, empowers us to automatically derive compact specifications of the conflicts. We have implemented constructive proofs for these conflicts and hence the designer gets invaluable feedback for resolving these conflicts, either by making appropriate modifications to the hardware or by generating the required software constraints.
The interpreter model, the formal specifications and the proof techniques are generic and hence applicable to any RISC core. Furthermore, the RISC interpreter model closely reflects the RISC design hierarchy thus the specifications in higher-order logic can be more or less automated. Given such specifications and an implementation, the proof process has been automated by using parametrizable tactics. These tactics are independent of the underlying implementation (except in the case of hardware control conflicts) and can be used for a large number of RISC cores. The entire methodology has been validated by using the DLX core.
The feasibility of formal verification techniques, when applied cleverly to specific classes of circuits is illustrated by the runtimes shown in table 2. In our future work, we shall extend the layer of the core to include pipelined functional units, floating point processor, etc. 
